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Introduction to DirectToWeb ‑ part 2
 
Man 1:  [0:02] It turns out that if you have rule...launch rule modeler first, or if rule modeler and Eclipse are running, and you quit Eclipse and then launch it again, rule modeler loses its connection to the WOlips server. So the WOlips server is the same thing that click to open uses, right, to communicate back and forth? Anyways...I think it's working now. So if we go in and look at that edit form, again, now our summary is looking across the relationship into...into the summary object and just showing the summary. [0:38] And the same thing with our votes. Our votes are now looking across into the votes object and displaying its summary. And because votes are not something that are editable, we don't want it editable from within our movie. It's being generated by some public‑facing thing that is tallying votes for this movie. We're just going to display it as a string.
[1:15] A couple of things before I go further. Some people asked me some questions up here. One of them was about the keys that we're talking about in the right hand side of the equation. Those are all keypaths that start at D2W context. So you can think of those as being D2Wcontext.thekey. In addition to the state dictionary and the stuff that you get out of the rule engine from within D2W context, you also have access to the session. So you can do things like, you know, on the right hand side of my rule, it can be a session.currentuser.isadmin. Match that to a value.
[2:04] And then, conditionally control whether certain attributes are visible, etc., based on that. So, it's very flexible. If you have something in your session, then you can gain access to it.
[2:24] We've looked at rules that have right hand sides that are things like, task equals fu entity.name equals bar. But often times, that can get cumbersome, and also restricts you.
[2:39] It means that you can only have one type of page, or one set of settings for each entity, so, per task. So, I can only have one set of settings for edit for my movies. I can only have one set of settings for my list for my movie. And that can be confining.
[3:02] So, we can do something different. We can actually create page configurations. And page configurations are a string that represents a configuration of a page. So, they add flexibility by allowing us to have multiple different views of the same kind of information.
[3:19] So, we can do things like have a list movie page, which gives us a standard list, or we can have a list Excel movie page, which actually gives us an Excel spreadsheet. And both of those can now be supported because of using page configuration.
[3:37] They also improve understandability. It's a lot easier to read your rules and see if page configuration equals 'List Movie,'" than to read, "If task equals list," and, "entity.name equals movie."
[3:51] They can reduce rule complexity because they're like shorthand of describing what it is that we're doing. By default, the naming convention that I would like you to adopt for page configurations is "task star entity star," and the reason for this is that there are default rules, especially in Wonder, that assume that your page configurations start with the task name.
[4:25] This is a rule that uses a page configuration, "Page configuration equals 'List Movie,'" and it performs exactly the same task as that earlier rule we looked at, which was, "Task equals list," and, "Entity name equals movie," and it sets the display property keys. And then this is how you use the D2W factory to get an instance of a page using its configuration name, instead of using an entity name.
[5:01] We can say, "Page for configuration named 'List Movie,'" and we pass in the session, and away we go. Let's do that. Let's change that list method on our main page to use a page configuration, and then let's go into our rule file and modify it, so that when we determine the display property keys for our list, we use the page configuration to do that.
[5:39] Back to Eclipse. Into our menu header. I'm going to take this list page interface factory method, the list page for entity name, and I'm going to replace that with this one. Oops. [silence] List page interface, and it just calls, "Page for configuration named 'List Movie' and passes into the session. Let's check to make sure that that works. It does exactly the same thing as it did before, only now we're referring to it by the page configuration name.
[7:03] The nice thing about using Direct To Web...I'm sorry, Direct To Web is beautiful, it's always nice. The nice thing about using Project Wonder is we get these additional set of links in our menu header that are only visible when you're in development mode. But they allow us to do things like clear the Direct To Web cache, which is something that I've been doing.
[7:25] It clears out the cache and refreshes the page, so if we've made changes to our rule, they get picked up right away. We can also do things like toggle our Direct To Web information, and this tell us things about the page we're looking at, which can be really helpful for troubleshooting.
[7:42] We can see that our current page configuration is List movie. The task is list, there's no subtask, no tab section, and entity name is movie. This is the template page that is delivering that center content of this component.
[8:06] Let's go into our rules, and we'll change this rule. Instead of task equals and list equals, we'll change that to page configuration equals list movie. Ask for the list of movies, and nothing changes. It does exactly what we expect it to do in that the list of property keys across the top remain title, category and date released. I just realized that's a really dramatic demo.
[laughter]
Man 1:  [9:09] I thank you for sticking with me on that one. Some questions might arise about, "Well, how does that magic happen? How does it take a string, like list movie, and end up knowing that the task is list and the entity is movie?" That's where the hierarchy of rules comes into play. Let's go and look at that model group that we were looking at before. [silence]
Man 1:  [10:25] I don't know whether you can...Oh, hold on. Now, how visible is that? The search highlighting is messing me up. This is the rule I'm interested in, and it says "If page configuration like list, or page configuration like pick," and there's asterisks in there, so a wild card, "Then my task is list." [10:49] This is a rule coming from the Project Wonder frameworks, and it's essentially answering the first part of that question, which is how do I know that my task is list? Page configuration like list says that this is going to be a list page. You can see what's happening here.
[11:19] When I say, if page configuration equals this movie, then, what the rule system is going to do is, it's going to go, "What is the page configuration for this page?" I don't know what the page configuration is for this page. Then, it's going to go tunnel down and say, "What task am I?" Well, I'm a list task. That's backwards. Forget I said it, we're moving on. Sorry.
[12:01] The bottom line is that, rules can be dependent on other rules to get the information they need to build themselves up. That was one half. We saw that page configurations can figure out that if they start with lists, then their tasks should be lists. The other page configuration piece was, if the page configuration has movie in it, that it should represent a movie entity.
[12:32] That comes from a little bit of pre‑bake stuff that I did in the movie business logic. It has its own rule file, the D2W rule file. It doesn't have a lot of rules in it. But, some of the rules it does have are things like this, which says, "If the page configuration is like wildcard movie wildcard, then set its entity to movie." That answers the other side of that equation.
[13:09] If my page configuration is "list movie," then the rules system can figure out that you want a task of list and an entity of movie.
[13:29] Property components or property level components are the chunks of template that are responsible for displaying the pieces that allow you to display or edit the attributes of your entities. Naming convention for these kinds of formats. The D2W ones come from the Direct to Web framework from Apple. The ERD2W ones come from the ER Direct to Web framework from Project Wonder.
[14:06] They break down into display property level components, edit property level components, query property level components. You might have "D2W display string", for displaying a string. You might have "ERD2W edit large string", or "ERD2W edit HTML", or "ERD2W edit date". They allow you to pick the appropriate edit or display component for the attribute type that you're working with.
[14:42] The default rules that come from the lower level frameworks, and/or the look you're working with, should supply enough rules to get you most of the way there. But there's always going to be times when you have an attribute, or you have a requirement from your user to display or edit an attribute in a way that there isn't a common property level component available for doing that.
[15:09] You can create your own. There are two ways of doing that. The first way is to use a D2W custom component wrapper. This is a Direct to Web property level component that expects to wrap another component. You need to do two things. You need to supply two rules, the first one, for whatever matches your left hand side, the key on the right hand side is, "component = D2W custom component." That says, for this attribute, use the D2W custom component.
[15:50] Then I provide an additional rule that matches the same thing on the left hand side, my custom component name is the name of your component. You've now told it that I'm going to put this custom component wrapper in this spot, and that's going to wrap my component, and here's its name.
[16:13] Then your component needs to support an object binding and a key binding. The object binding is going to get the current object for the page. The key binding is going to its current property key. That's all there is to it. It's pretty straightforward.
[16:31] The other way of creating custom property components is to actually subclass the ERD custom component classes, which are the base classes for all of the Project Wonder custom property level components, and create your own. So, ERD custom component, ERD custom edit component, ERD custom query component. Now I'm not in a demo yet.
[16:52] The benefit of this is that you are creating now, full Direct to Web property level components, and you only need one rule in your rules to define it now. You just say that for this attribute, or this property key, I want you to use my custom Direct to Web component.
[17:19] Creating these on your own is probably a little more than I've got time for today. The easiest way to figure this out is to actually go in to Project Wonder, and just look at the source code for their property level components. You start with "edit string" or something and they're pretty straightforward. The ERD custom component classes offer you a bunch of helper methods for doing the kinds of things you need to do, as far as accessing the Direct to Web context and doing all that stuff.
[17:47] Let's do a demo, but we're just going to create a simple custom component that is going to wrap a string with a hyperlink. In our list of movies, I want the title to actually be a hyperlink to take me to the details for the movie. Let's write a component that does that.
[18:41] Let's start by creating a new component. We want a new component. What did I call it? Oh, that was imaginative, my D2W link component.
[19:21] All right, and I'm going to cheat and just copy some...huh, let's try that again, shall we? There we go, that's better.
[19:56] So, the code is pretty straightforward. We need to supply it with an object and a key binding, so we just have an object that returns value for a binding object, and a key that returns a value for a binding key. We need to have a display value, so we actually want to display this in our HTML, and that just takes the object and applies the value for a key to it.
[20:28] And then our view method, our view action just says, I want to inspect page interface and uses the factory methods, inspect page for entity named. It sets the object of the inspect page to the object that we're currently with and sets the next page for this page.
[21:31] So, let's go and edit the HTML now. [pause] A highly complex chunk of HTML. We have a link that calls our view action, and a string that displays the display value, which is really just the object dot key. So now that we've created our custom component, we need to tell our application to use it, and we'll do that in our rules.
[pause]
[22:03] Now, do I have...? Yes. So, I'll start with that rule that says, now if page configuration is list movie...Here, let me blow this up. If page configuration is list movie, and property key is title, then I want the component name to be the D2W custom component. So, this establishes that I'm dropping the wrapper in, and then I need that second rule that actually tells it to use my custom component. And it has the same left‑hand side page configuration equals list movie, and property key equals title, and then the custom component name is my D2W link component.
[23:25] And if I haven't done anything stupid, when we relaunch our application and look at the list of movies, they're now displayed with a link. And if I click on one of the links I get an inspect page for the object. So, very simple example, but also showing that it's pretty easy to step in and say, you know what? The components I have available, the custom components I have available don't do exactly what I need, so I can write something for this instance that's going to do that.
[24:06] The other thing we can do is, we can actually change what components are being used away from the default. So, if I'm editing a movie, there are some things...Like, the poster name, I don't think it's going to be five lines of 60 characters, all right? The poster name is probably going to be just a standard string. So, maybe we can fix that. Also, the summary is probably going to be more than 20 or 30 characters, so let's fix that as well.
[pause]
[24:53] So, we'll start with the first one which says, if our page configuration is edit movie and the property key is plot summary dot summary, then I want you to use the ERD2W edit large string, and I also want to set its length and its rows. So now, we have a summary that gives us a decent chunk of text in which we can edit that summary in.
[25:55] Similarly, I'm going to do the same thing, only now for the property key of post name? I think that's wrong, so let's watch it fail.
[pause]
[26:19] Yes, wrong. Poster. There we go, so now poster name is something more realistic. So again, pretty easy with a couple of rules to change the way that your application displays the different attributes that you're working with.
[27:06] And someone asked me up at the front whether rule model are supported code suggest, and it does for some of the keys that it knows about, but it doesn't for most of the left‑hand side stuff, which it would be something really nice if it did. So see, if Direct to Web got a lot more love from the community, if 90 percent of you were all using Direct to Web, then the tools would as well, and that would make me happy. So, I've got an ulterior motive to this whole thing, I really just want code completion in rule modeler.
[27:43] The next thing I want to talk about is the next page delegate. And quite often Direct to Web tries to do the right thing when it steps from page to page. So, if you're in edit page and you click cancel, it tries to take you back to the page you were at before. You click save, it tries to save and then take you back to the page you were at before.
[28:00] But often times, you need to step in and modify that behavior. You want to say, no, depending on the circumstances, depending on what type of user this is, depending on any number of other things, do something different than the default. And the next page delegate gives it the ability to do that. So, the next page delegate modifies the behaviors of the page templates as far as the flow control is concerned.
[28:29] Many of the page interfaces allow you to instead of setting next page and setting it to a component, you actually can set it to a next page delegate, and you supply it with a name of your delegate. And your delegate class needs to implement the interface of next page delegate.
[28:58] Normally when you create a next page delegate, you pass in a number of parameters in the constructor to set up the delegate in the way that you need to, so you need to tell it about the stuff it needs to know to do its job. And then you need to implement one method that's defined in the interface, which is next page. And next page takes a WO component, which is the sender, and returns a WO component, which is the next page that your app should go to.
[29:30] So, because it's being passed the sender, it can get the session. It can get the context, request, response, it can get the current object and do whatever it needs to do with that.
[29:48] Wow, that was magic. I didn't expect that. The look, as I talked about a couple of times, is a grouping of page level templates and sometimes property level templates that define how a Direct to Web application functions. And we've been looking at the er neutral look, but as I said at the beginning, there are several of them. They're a framework usually, but not always.
[30:19] Like, the Apple ones are actually inside the Java Direct to Web framework. They normally comprise mostly of page templates, and they leave the property level templates to other frameworks. They also will contain resources, so images, default CSS, all that kind of stuff, and default rules to determine the behavior of this particular look.
[30:47] So, Apple supplies three. There is the neutral look, basic look, and web objects look. And as I said, again, I haven't looked in these in any kind of detail recently. And then, Wonder supplies the er neutral look, the ajax look, and the er.excel look, and the ER excel look is really sweet. I've used this a bunch of times where a client has asked for an Excel export from their application. You list a bunch of objects, and I say, can we get that as an Excel spreadsheet that our users can click on and download? And you go, OK, yes, I'm now going to have to go off and write that.
[31:24] At erx look you just drop it into your application, bind up the Direct to Web frameworks, give it a rule defining what attributes out of your entities you want to be exported, and it spits out an XLS file. Very nice.
[31:41] But one new thing that I want to talk about created by Ravi Mendis, and just committed to Project Wonder, is the er.diva look. This is really sweet. As I mentioned, when I first started working with Direct to Web, I created my own look just because the neutral look, it's full of tables. It just made me uncomfortable.
[32:06] I created a new look that was not completely table‑free, but a lot more semantic in its markup, a lot more easily styleable. I don't have to do that anymore. The er.diva look, and its companion, the WO2 framework, this stuff is really new.
[32:25] I wouldn't go to a production application with it right now, because commits are flying left, right and center. Ravi, when I talked to him about showing his look at the conference, he said, "Yeah, but can you use the version from two weeks ago?" [laughs] It's one of those, but this stuff is going to be awesome when it's finished.
[32:46] It's XHTML 1.0 strict, so it needs WOFI four to be able to do that. It's semantic and table‑less, so there is a table, but only for list views because that is tabular data. Everything else is fully semantic markup. It supports CSS themes, which is really nice. You can do theming, and actually determine what CSS is going to be used by your pages through rules, which is really sweet. It supports Ajax effects and widgets, which is cool as well.
[33:26] We're going to do a demo, and what we're going to do is we're going to take the application we've been working on and we're going to replace the stuff that's coming out of that center content. We're going to replace that with the er.diva look. I have to do a few things. The first thing I need to do is I actually need to link my project to the er.diva look and the WO2 framework.
[34:04] I'm going to just link it to the diva look and the WO2 framework. I'm also going to go in; I'm going to remove the neutral look so that the rules don't conflict. Then, I need to go in and change my rule that defines the look. I need to tell it that I want to use the er.diva look.
[34:53] Wow, look at that. Is that pretty?
[laughter]
Man 1:  [34:59] Thank you for coming. [laughter]
Man 1:  [35:07] When I first looked at this, I went, "Wow. This is really cool," because all the tables were gone. This is all ULs and LIs, everything's got classes and IDs applied to it. I've got a table, but it's pretty straightforward. There are no embedded borders or any of that stuff on the tables. [35:36] Given this as a basis, it's really easy to say, "You know what? I'm going to add a style sheet to my web server resources. I'm going to go into my page wrapper, and in the head, I'm going to drop in..." Do I have that here? Hey, look at that. "I'm going to drop in an ERX style sheet." It just says "Use that new style sheet, CSS and the framework app."
[36:24] I have to make one more change. I need the head to be an ER d2w head instead of a standard one, because the ER d2w head actually supports component content. Now it looks like that. Because it's semantic markup, I could style this any way I want. I can do colors, I can change colors, I can change the way my links look.
[37:05] The edit and inspect links, which are just text right now, I could replace those with images of my choice. They're not embedded in the look, and they're not hard coded. I can swap them out however I want. I can do CSS hover effects. I can style my inspect pages, and I can style my edit pages.
[37:31] To be honest, I spend two hours on styling it, and I'm not a designer. It's not beautiful, but you can go from that raw canvas, which is the stuff we get, and you can make it look any way you want.
[37:51] This is where, I think, the Direct to Web gets really, really exciting. We've got the ability, with very little code, to write an application that is fully customizable in both behavior through the rules, and look and feel through CSS, in ways that are just pretty phenomenal.
[38:17] Also, because right now I haven't done any work to the menu header or the page wrapper, I could modify that code as well so that I can completely change the look and feel of the application. These are not awesome, but these are all examples of Direct to Web applications, and they're 100 percent Direct to Web.
[38:54] There's very little custom code in them, but they don't look like Direct to Web applications. Because you have complete control over both the behavior and the look through rules and CSS, they're like peanut butter and chocolate, like go together.
[39:22] The final thing that I want to show you...When is my session over? Am I over?
[background speaking]
Man 1:  [39:38] OK. That's not a financial thing is it? [laughter]
Man 1:  [39:44] The last thing I want to show you is the example application that uses er.diva look. This is in Project Wonder, so you can download this and run it. It has all kinds of cool, ajaxy stuff. Instead of having a pop up, I've got a list that scrolls. I can either go do a search or create a new object from here. [40:21] This particular look is designed to emulate the neutral look from Apple, but it supports CSS theming. I can specify what CSS styles I use based on my rules. If I'm editing an object, if I wanted to add, it does modal in place stuff. It's a bit buggy, but that should pop up a search page that allows you to pick the values that you want.
[41:19] Because this is all semantic markup and CSS styled, you can hand this off to your designer and say, "This is the structure of the page. These are the classes that you have to work with. Make it look the way you need to make it look."
[41:34] I think that's it for me. Hey, last slide, ba‑daa. Thank you very much.
[applause]
Man 1:  [41:53] I don't know, do we have time for Q and A?
Man 2:  [41:56] About five minutes.
Man 1:  [41:57] Five minutes? OK. Any questions, or are your ears all bleeding?
Man 3:  [42:04] Er.excel look was something I didn't hear about before. Is that just download only? Or is actually a presentation to the web first, and then a download component?
Man 1:  [42:14] The way I've used it is always download only. The list is already coming from something else. If I want to present that to the user, then I'm doing that somewhere else. There's a link that says download, and they get an .XLS. It uses POI or whatever behind the scenes to actually do that.
Man 2:  [42:52] Is the Direct to Web assistant just dead?
Man 1:  [42:53] I don't know, and to be completely honest, I didn't care enough to find out. The problem with the assistant has always been that the rules that it created were abominations. They were horrible. I found very early on, when I was learning Direct to Web, that it was really difficult to learn what I was doing from the assistant, because the rules were insane.
Man 2:  [43:17] Yeah. I think that's one of the reasons I gave up on Direct to Web that I messed with the assistant and said it wasn't really useful that way.
Man 1:  [43:28] Yeah. If I was more productive and less ADD, I would probably write documentation on how to create rules, and that would probably be something that would be really valuable.
Man 3:  [43:45] Just a quick one, is Direct to Web services totally dead now?
Man 1:  [43:49] That I don't know. To be honest, I haven't used it. The man sitting beside you can probably answer that.
Man 4:  [43:53] No, Direct to Web services is not dead. It's just that it didn't have enough loving care and attention that it should have deserved, it should be resurrected pretty soon.
Man 1:  [44:04] If the survey next year says that 90 percent of you use Direct to Web services, then I think things will change.
Man 4:  [44:16] That's a very good answer, because we need to focus on what people use. Technologies that nobody uses tend to go to the wayside.
Man 1:  [44:27] If you use them, be vocal about it. That helps. Anything else? [background speaking]
Man 1:  [44:39] Can you hold on just a sec? We got to get you the microphone.
Woman:  [44:48] About ERD framework and WO2 framework, do you have any information? You said it's not for production yet, but is it part of Project Wonder?
Man 1:  [44:59] It is part of Project Wonder, yeah. Ravi Mendis committed it to Project Wonder a couple months ago. When I asked him about using it for this, he said that he was in the middle of a bunch of major commits, so it would be pretty unstable for the next little bit. I remember someone else, it might have been Mike, I'm not sure, posting to the list about the WO2 framework, saying, "Yeah, that's really new. Use it at your own risk." [45:30] I think both of those are seeing great amounts of improvement. I don't have a timeline as to when they'll be ready. If you start using it, you can file bugs.
Woman:  [45:42] You have any recommendation mixing an app, not using that to web components, and adding Direct to Web components? You said ideally, just Direct to Web.
Man 1:  [45:58] Yeah, but to add Direct to Web to an existing application is pretty straightforward. You just add the Direct to Web frameworks, and you add a rule file. Then, you could start using the Direct to Web factory to say give me a list page, or give me and edit page or an inspect page. As long as you've got the rules configured, it just works. There's no magic involved. I can talk to you more in detail about that if you want.
Woman:  [46:27] OK, thank you.
Man 5:  [46:36] I just wanted to mention about the Direct to Web assistant. That approach is not what would happen in the future. That thing is a java applet; it uses a version of Swing that's so amazingly old. It's so fragile it can't be touched. [46:52] If this tool set was being supported in xcode, what you would do is the rule editor would use predicate builder widgets, which are beautiful and would work wonderfully, but they're not going to do a plug‑in for xcode. That's not even worth it. Thinking about doing an NS predicate builder functionality in a widget, in the clips, that would be more than a weekend or two of work.
Man 1:  [47:18] I didn't mention it, I didn't show it, but there is a rule modeler built into WOlips.
Man 5:  [47:25] OK.
Man 1:  [47:26] There's the stub of that behavior already there.
Man 5:  [47:28] OK. Well, we forget to look back to see how it's evolving as it goes. I developed an opinion of it a couple years back. I'd be curious as new people are coming into the community. I'd be curious, do people think that the things holding Direct to Web back are tools, or are they the architecture? [47:48] Because there are architectural issues, the seeming randomness of the rule loading order, priority, that whole mess, things like that. There are architectural questions, the fact that the rule engine can only be a singleton. Do architectural issues affect it at all? Or do people think it's mostly tools? Offline, I'd be curious what people think.
Man 1:  [48:12] I would hesitate to say it's much like Apple before the Apple Store. A lot of people just don't even know that DTOW exists, or if they do, they haven't looked at it with enough detail to figure out whether they can use it or not. [48:23] I've had a number of people come up to me today and say, "I keep meaning to look at Direct to Web, but it's always been this huge amorphous blob. It's been really scary, so I haven't." Behind you?
Man 6:  [48:42] I think my opinion is that it's documentation. There we go. That's the joke, but there are no good docs on this. So maybe if there were docs, people would have something they could build.
Man 1:  [48:55] Yeah, and that's in the running joke of Direct to Web, and that's why I did this presentation. So hopefully, this helps in a small way. The wiki is getting better. There's more stuff on the wiki than there's ever been before. There is the red book, the "Rocks" Professional WebObjects 5.0, that has a couple of really good chapters on Direct to Web. However, finding that book is difficult. I have a copy of it. [49:22] There's also a stepwise article. Who wrote that? Does anyone know? Max Mueller? Yeah. And then there's a second part of that stepwise article that was in Project Wonder, and I don't know whether it's still there or not. Maybe someone can answer that for me from the Project Wonder team. But that's helpful as well.
[49:49] I think that's it for my time. Thank you very much. You've been a...
[applause]
[49:53] You've been a great audience. Tip your waiter.
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